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We’re honored to have Allen Mendenhall, editor of The Southern Philosopher: Collected Essays of John William Corrington, join us today as
he talks about his research process, the help he received, and just what makes John William Corrington so interesting. You can find more by him at
the Southern Literary Review and his website.
My interest in John William Corrington began in law school. I went to law school at
West Virginia University to study under Jim Elkins, who is well-known in law-andliterature circles and recently had written on Corrington. I read Corrington in Elkins’s
classes and at some point, reached out to Corrington’s widow, Joyce, to strike up a
conversation about her late husband. Before I knew it, I was staying at Joyce’s home in
New Orleans and getting phone calls from Bill’s friends and colleagues. One day, a
package arrived in the English department at Auburn University, where I was a doctoral
student, and in it were materials that a friend of Corrington’s sent along because he’d
heard I was researching Corrington.
Some of Corrington’s other family members refused to talk to me about him. Joyce was
always completely forthcoming with me when I asked her what I thought were sensitive
questions. She’s not shy. The first time I found out Corrington had been married and
divorced before he met and married Joyce, I was concerned about broaching the topic
with her. But when I did question Joyce about this period of Corrington’s history, she
didn’t miss a beat in explaining who the first wife was and why Bill had divorced.
Joyce showed my wife and me around New Orleans, took us to nice restaurants that only locals knew about, and showed me video
footage of her late husband delivering a lecture. I couldn’t have gained the knowledge of Corrington that I now possess if it weren’t
for Joyce’s openness and frankness.
I’ve written three books and now edited this one. The Corrington edition was harder to complete than the books I wrote. It took
over seven years of work before the book finally reached print. The University of North Georgia Press has been patient with me
and excellent to work with during this process.
Corrington was enthralled by the political philosopher Eric Voegelin and undertook multiple scholarly projects involving Voegelin’s
complex teachings. Corrington illuminates Voegelin’s writing; in many ways, Corrington is easier to read. His prose, I think, is more
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accessible than Voegelin’s, and he introduces and describes the dense, esoteric subjects and concepts that characterize Voegelin’s
work.
Problematic in our current time and space and political environment is Corrington’s
fascination with the Confederacy. I won’t try to explain his positions on that subject
here but would encourage readers to investigate for themselves his account of the role
of myth and poetry in the narration of Southern history.
It’s interesting to see how Corrington went from writing Beat-style poetry in the 1960s
to novels and short stories and then to daytime television scripts and philosophical tracts
inspired by Voegelin. His interests and talents were diverse, and his friends and students
were loyal. I’ve yet to talk to someone who disliked Corrington.
I think there’s more work to be done on Corrington’s life and thought. By bringing this
collection of Corrington’s essays to print, I hope to have laid the groundwork for future
scholarship on this fascinating man and his complex ideas about law, history,
philosophy, and the humanities. The Southern Philosopher should generate more research
about Corrington—and perhaps even get Corrington’s works in the classroom where
students of a new generation can become as enamored of him as his own students were
in his day.
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